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        where Registration_Number = 5776 and URL = "https://efile.fara.gov/docs/5776-Short-Form-20080522-12.pdf"
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    ✎ View and edit SQL



This data as json, CSV (advanced)





    These facets timed out: Registrant_Name, Foreign_Principal_Name
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            	https://efile.fara.gov/docs/5776-Short-Form-20080522-12.pdf · 1 ✖
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	53949	53949	2008-05-22	Johnson, Madigan, Peck, Boland & Stewart, Inc.	Peck, Madigan, Jones & Stewart, Inc. 5776	Short-Form	Lombard, Tanya	 	 	https://efile.fara.gov/docs/5776-Short-Form-20080522-12.pdf









    
        Advanced export

        JSON shape:
            default,
            array,
            newline-delimited
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                 expand labels
                
                
                
                    
                
                    
                
                    
                
            

        

    




    CREATE TABLE [FARA_All_RegistrantDocs] (
   [Date_Stamped] TEXT,
   [Registrant_Name] TEXT,
   [Registration_Number] INTEGER,
   [Document_Type] TEXT,
   [Short_Form_Name] TEXT,
   [Foreign_Principal_Name] TEXT,
   [Foreign_Principal_Country] TEXT,
   [URL] TEXT,
   FOREIGN KEY([Registration_Number]) REFERENCES [FARA_All_Registrants]([Registration_Number])
);
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